GENERAL CANDLE CARE
Dear Candle Lovers and Valuable Customers, ALWAYS KEEP BURNING CANDLE WITHIN
EYESIGHT!!
ALWAYS FOLLOW BURNING INSTRUCTIONS ON ANY AND ALL CANDLES. ALWAYS
FOLLOW MAINTAINENCE INSTRUCTIONS TO PREVENT ANY TYPE OF INJURY OR
DAMAGE!! TO PREVENT BURNS OR INJURY KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN AND PETS AND
ALL FLAMMABLE MATERIALS!! CANDLES ARE AN OPEN FLAME; NEVER BURN A CANDLE
IN A DRAFT, UNDER OR NEAR A VENT, OR ANYTHING THAT COULD CATCH FIRE!
Should I be concerned about lead in candles?
MOST U.S. candle manufacturers stopped using wicks with lead or lead alloy cores 30
years ago. If you are concerned whether the wick in a candle contains lead, snip a piece
of unburned wick, remove the wire core and rub it across a sheet of paper. Lead wicks
will write like a pencil, while all cotton, paper or zinc core wicks will not.
Morenci Candles does not use lead core wicks. Our wicks are a paper core wick. Please
always follow the directions on bottom of candle.
GLASS/JAR CONTAINER SAFETY
1. Morenci Candles are constructed to burn evenly, preventing the thick layer of wax that
forms around the outside of the jar like other candles. For maximum usage, allow wax to
burn no longer than 3 to 4 hours during each usage always allowing a complete melt pool
across top of candle. Trim wicks to 1/4 inch BEFORE first burn and then trim wicks as
needed. Do not burn candle without checking wick maintenance as needed. Improper
burning or maintenance may cause tunneling or sooting. Cutting your wicks too short, or
burning candle in a draft may cause uneven burning or tunneling which may cause candle
to snuff its self out.
2. Handle with care, as the container is glass. Do not use if jar is cracked, chipped or
scratched. For your safety, our suggestion is not to refill a glass container that has had a
candle burned in it. According to some glass manufacturers and other candle
manufacturers, the heat from the flame in a previously burned candle jar may cause tiny
heat stress fractures in jar that cannot be seen by the naked eye and may cause glass to
break when reused for candle burning purposes.
3. Place on a protected, heat resistant dry surface, well away from anything flammable.
Keep out of the reach of children and pets. DO NOT BURN ON GLASS TOP SURFACES. DO
NOT BURN IN SMALL ENCLOSED AREAS, SUCH AS A CLOSET, PANTRY OR STOREROOM.
DON'T LAUGH, YOU WOULD BE SURPRISED!
4. Do not allow flame to directly touch sides of glass container. Keeping wicks maintained
and centered will help prevent this.
5. Sides and bottom of container may become hot while candle is burning. Do not move
candle until extinguished, cooled and re-solidified and you should then replace lid to help
maintain fragrance and keep out moisture and other debris.
6. DISCONTINUE USE AND DISCARD candle when 1/2 INCH of candle wax remains. This
may prevent possible heat damage to the counter surface or the container itself.
7. Extinguish candle before replacing lid.

8. Store in a cool, dry place. Exposure to moisture might inhibit relighting and/or cause
other problems. Color, fragrance and specific usage affect wax consumption. It is normal
for some wax to be left lining the edges of the container.
9. NEVER LEAVE A BURNING CANDLE UN-ATTENDED!!! WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
BURNING, IMPROPER USE OR FAILURE TO FOLLOW BURNING AND MAINTAINENCE
INSTRUCTIONS! FOR EVERYONE'S SAFETY, WHEN BURNING A CANDLE USE COMMON
SENSE.

	
  

